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Bay Area artist 
Enrique Chagoya 

imagines a New World never conquered by Europeans                   https://
www.newsreview.com/reno/culturecrash/content?oid=26054547        Enrique Chagoya’s Reimagining 
the New World is on exhibit at the Nevada Museum of Art, 160 W. Liberty St., through July 8. 
Chagoya will give a talk at 6 p.m. April 12. For tickets, $5-12, visit nevadaart.org. 
******************************************************************************
Will the Southwest U.S. Run Short of Water in 2019?   By Debra Utacia Krol, The 
Revelator, 4/9/18                                                                                                                                                 
Water managers say no, but Native American tribes are keeping careful watch on the “water that 
connects us.”
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Example of (“Interesting”) Archives located in California Institutions                                                          
                                
Ingalls (George W.) Photograph Collection approximately 1869 - 1915                                       
Contributing Institution: Huntington Library::Photo Archives      Collection Number: photCL 275 
Description: A collection of glass plate negatives and prints collected by Major George W. Ingalls, a 
United States Indian agent, 1872-1875, who worked among Paiute and other tribes in the American West, 
as well as among Great Plains, Great Basin and ... Read More                                                          ...Ute 
Indians -- Photographs. Washoe Indians -- Photographs. Winnebago Indians --...                ...Photographs. 
United States. Office of Indian Affairs. Osage Agency. --...

 Indian Claims Commission Records Nov-07
Contributing Institution: Autry Museum of the American West     Collection Number: MS.247
Description: A majority of the collection consists of copies of legal documents brought before the 
Indian Claims Commission. Commission documents include petitions, reports, findings of facts, 
amendments, opinions, orders, and appeals. Also included are policies, draft reports, O’Marr 
correspondence, photographs, newspaper ... Read More
76 search terms found:
...Finding Aid to the Indian Claims Commission Records MS.247...

Costo (Rupert and Jeannette) papers circa 1920-1990, undated.
Contributing Institution: UC Riverside::Special Collections and Archives   Collection: MS 170
Description: The Rupert and Jeannette Costo papers, housed in Special Collections & Archives 
of the Tomás Rivera Library at the University of California, Riverside is a collection consisting 
of printed material (correspondence, typescripts, original manuscripts and ephemera), film and 
photographs collected ... Read More
1981 search terms found:
...Research notes and articles on the Washoe. 088.004.001 1. 4 documents. Research...
...1977. 008.003.001 1. Ledger, American Indian Historical Society's cash receipts...
...1980. 008.004.001 1. Ledger, American Indian Historical Society's cash receipts...

Nicholson (Grace) Photograph Collection approximately 1870s-1968
Contributing Institution: Huntington Library::Photo Archives   Collection Number: photCL 56
Description: This collection contains approximately 10,000 photographs, negatives, and 
ephemera created or compiled by Grace Nicholson (1877-1948), a collector and dealer of Native 
American and Asian arts and crafts in Pasadena, California. The bulk of the collection dates from 
1903 to ... Read More
550 search terms found:
...Wasco Indians -- Photographs. Washoe Indians -- Photographs. Wintu Indians --...
...basket] A p. 65 1. Poker Charlie, Washoe Indian. January 1, 1905. 2. Indian home...
...Wasco Indians -- Photographs. Washoe Indians -- Photographs. Wintu Indians --...

Risling (David) Papers 1969-1991
Contributing Institution: UC Davis::Special Collections Collection Number: D-334
Description: Files, audiotapes, newspaper clippings, newsletters, reports, memos, legal papers on 
subject of Native Americans. Includes information about Indian education, Indian law, and 
Native American Rights Fund (NARF).
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1195 search terms found:
...Folder 40: XL Ranch Folder 41: Washoe Indians Folder 42: Yakima Folder 43:...
...Risling, David. Indians of North...
...America -- Education (Higher) Indians of North America -- Study and teaching (...

California Indian Arts Association Video Collection 1994-2000
Contributing Institution: Agua Caliente Cultural Museum            Accession number: 2005.025
Description: A series of filmed meetings of the California Indian Arts Association (CIA), 
recorded between the years 1994-2000. The C.I.A. is was an informal group of devotees of the 
arts, artifacts, and culture of southern California Indian people. Meetings dealt with ... Read 
More

Military Dept. -- Adjutant General -- Indian War Papers
Contributing Institution: California State Archives       Collection Number: Inventory: F3753
Description: The Indian War Papers, 1850-80 (F3753), oniginated in the Adjutant General's 
Office. Encompassing 2-1/2 cubic feet, the records deal with attempts to suppress the Indians in 
California. Local militia groups were usually formed to eliminate the Indian Menace and 
pacify ... Read More
743 search terms found:
...Military Department. Adjutant General. Indian War Papers...
...War Bonds (samples) (F3753:953-958) Indian War Bonds (litigation) (F3753:959)...

 Slagle (Al Logan) Collection 1960-2002
Contributing Institution: UC Davis::Special Collections Collection Number: D-437
Description: The collection includes his research files and petitions on behalf of a number of 
tribes.
151 search terms found:
...Slagle, Al Logan. Indians of North America -- California....
... Indians of North America -- Legal status, laws, etc. --...
...California. Tolowa Indians. Wintu Indians. Miwok Indians. Indians of North...

Hill (Dorothy Morehead) Collection 1876-1984
Contributing Institution: California State University, Chico         Collection Number: MSS 160
Description: The collection of Native Americans of Northeastern California materials is 
organized by people, places, tribes, titles, subject and research files and field notes.
147 search terms found:
...Jimenez at a luncheon in 1972 Folder 8: Washoe Folder 9: Yurok Flyers ? booklets...
...Hill, Dorothy J. Indians of North America--California....
...Maidu Indians. Mechoopda Indians. Miwok Indians. Wintun Indians. Yokuts Indians....

Cardinal (Judith) collection of Robert Caples prints 1972
Contributing Institution: UC Santa Barbara::Special Collections   Collection#: Printers Mss 85
Description: Two prints signed by Robert Caples.
4 search terms found:
...America -- Nevada -- Portraits Washoe Indians -- Portraits Two prints signed by...
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Sisters of the Holy Family and the Stewart Indian School in Nevada Collection 1930-1990
Contributing Institution: Sisters of the Holy Family Archives       Collection Number: SHF-004
Description: Hand-written annals manuscripts documenting life and work of Sisters, and 
photographs and digitized films of students at the Stewart Indian School and the Corpus Christi 
Chapel. 3 linear feet of materials and 9 digitized films, predominantly from 1933 to 1971.
18 search terms found:
...Sisters of the Holy Family and the Stewart Indian School in Nevada Collection...
...Off-reservation Boarding Schools Indian High School Students Religious Education...
...Carson City (Nev. ) Carson Indian School (Carson City, Nev. )...

Hutchison (Sarah V.) Papers 1960-1984
Contributing Institution: UC Davis::Special Collections Collection Number: D-240
Description: Meeting minutes, research notes, interviews, journal and newspaper articles, and 
speeches relating to establishment, development, and eventual approval of D-Q University and 
the UC Davis Native American Studies program.
129 search terms found:
...date unknown) Envelope 47 Washoe Indians ? Newspaper clipping, The Sacto Bee (...
...Andrew Masiel (date unknown) Folder 17 Washoe Tribal Court ? Raymond D. Painter...
...Hutchison, Sarah V. Indians of North America -- Study and teaching (Higher) --...

Folsom Powerhouse State Historic Park Photographic Collection 1893-2009
Contributing Institution: California State Parks::Photographic Archives
Collection Number: Consult repository
Description: The Folsom Powerhouse State Historic Park Photographic Collection contains 197 
cataloged images that date from 1893 through 2009. Images depict the property as a functioning 
powerhouse, and later, as a state park.
8 search terms found:
...of Historic Places Nisenan Indians Washoe Indians Water-power. The Folsom...
...Company Sacramento County (Calif. ) Washoe Indians Water-power. Related Material...
...Earth Day Folsom Prison. Maidu Indians National Historic Landmarks Program (...

Frank Latta Papers 1922 - 1985
Contributing Institution: Yosemite National Park Archives Coll#: YCN: 2003 (YOSE 115196)
Description: Latta's notes refer to Native Americans by their anglicized names but by their Indian 
names in his books. A cross-index is provided below to correlate the two. Indian and anglicized 
names appear especially in Latta's field notes but also figure ... Read More
254 search terms found:
...of 1860 article ? The Massacre at Washoe?. Folder 70. Higgins, John, 1935 July...
...54, No. 5: "Chuckwalla, A Cahuilla Indian Word." , n.d. Folder 17. ____, Vol....
...Religious Movements: The Last Great Indian War Dance at Eshom Valley. As told to...

Vischer (Edward) Papers 1804-1933
Contributing Institution: Claremont Colleges::Honnold/Mudd Library   Collection Number: 921
Description: Includes four published portfolios, The Mammoth Tree Grove (1862), The Washoe 
Mining Region (1862), Pictorial of California Landscape (1870), and Missions of Upper 
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California (1872), along with an important file of original Vischer drawings and paintings; two 
scrapbooks of California ... Read More
23 search terms found:
...preacher's home 1 42 The Big Desert 1 43 Washoe Valley, encampment of emigrants...
...The Mammoth Tree Grove (1862), The Washoe Mining Region (1862), Pictorial of...
...laid in red copy of "Sketches of Washoe" Correspondence between Hubert Vischer...

 California Folklore Miscellany 1963-1982
Contributing Institution:Sonoma State University Library Collection Number: Consult repository
Description: The collection is comprised of 42 volumes and 8 microfilm reels of material 
documenting various aspects of North Bay history, with a focus on beliefs, customs & folkways; 
place names & folk speech; historical characters, outlaws, miners, and lumbermen; legends, ... 
Read More
...194 Leggett Valley 2 234-235, 240 Washoe Indians 15 453 Lemonade 1 156 Wasps 20...
...Terra Linda, Marin Co. 37 105 Indians, Washoe 19 60,62 Territo, Gus (tanknouse)...
...17 206 Nigger Hole 2 26 Blue Wing and Washoe 6 436-441 Nigger hunting dog 30 333...

Hart (A. A.) Stereographs of the Central Pacific Railroad approximately 1864-1869
Contributing Institution: Huntington Library::Photo Archives
Collection Number: photCL 184
Description: This collection contains 372 stereographic photographs (including some variants 
and duplicates) by photographer A. A. Hart (1816-1908) that document the construction of the 
western half of first transcontinental railroad by the Central Pacific Railroad between 1864 and 
1869. Hart served ... Read More
...century -- Photographs. Shoshoni Indians -- Photographs. Auburn (Calif. ) --...

 Honeyman (Robert B., Jr.) - Collection of Early Californian and Western American 
Pictorial Material
Contributing Institution: UC Berkeley::Bancroft Library
Collection Number: BANC PIC 1963.002:0001-1886
Description: The Robert B. Honeyman Jr. Collection of Early Californian and Western American 
Pictorial Material is comprised of over 2300 items, with formats and media ranging from original 
oil paintings, watercolors, drawings, lithographs, engravings, etchings, lettersheets, clipper cards, 
and ephemera, to ... Read More
400 search terms found:
...1827-1906) , American , artist Indian scouting, Arizona [18--] print on paper:...
...Format: Drawings [Unknown] [Digger Indian lodges and hut] [ca. 1850] drawing on...
...California scenes/The California Indians c1854 print on tinted paper: wood...

Stereographs of the Central Pacific and Western Pacific Railroads ca. 1868-1873
Contributing Institution: California Historical Society    Collection#: PC-RM-Stereos: Box 06
Description: Stereographs of the Central Pacific Railroad taken by Thomas Houseworth & Co. 
Includes one stereo of the Western Pacific Railroad.
...Pacific Railroad route. 602 Washoe Indians. 783 Scene at Lake Angela, near...
...California, Northern--Photographs Washo Indians--Pictorial works San Francisco...
...of a group (family? ) of Washoe (i.e. , Washo) Indians. The one stereo from the...
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Stereographs of California and Nevada ca. 1864-1866
Contributing Institution: California Historical Society  Collection Number: PC-RM-Stereos: Box 
06
Description: Stereographs of California and Nevada taken by Lawrence & Houseworth.
...Streets, looking south. 604 Washoe Indians--The Chief's Family. 651 Friday's...
...the Yuba River and a group of Washoe Indians. The three Nevada stereos show the...
...Yuba River--Photographs Washo Indians--Pictorial works Stereographs of...

1-20 of 85 results of using search term “Washoe Indian”
Agua Caliente Cultural Museum (1)   Autry Museum of the American West (1)
California Historical Society (5)   California State Archives (3)
California State Parks (2)    Photographic Archives (2)
California State Railroad Museum Library and Archives (3)   Claremont Colleges (2)
California State University, Chico (3)  Denison (Ella Strong) Library (1)
Honnold/Mudd Library (1)    Computer History Museum (1)     
Hoover Institution (3)    Huntington Library (6)
Manuscripts Department (2)    Photo Archives(4)                                                       
San Francisco Maritime National Historical Park (1)  Manuscripts Division (3)
Sisters of the Holy Family Archives (1)  Sonoma State University Library (1)
Stanford University (5)    Rare Books Division (1)                            
University Archives (1)    UC Berkeley (28)                      
Bancroft Library (24)          Hearst(Phoebe A)Museum of Anthropology (3)                
UC Davis (6)      Museum of Vertebrate Zoology (1)                       
Special Collections (6)    UC Riverside (2)                 
Special Collections and Archives (1)             Water Resources Collections and Archives(1)             
UC San Francisco (1)     Tobacco Control Archives  (1)
(1)   UC Santa Barbara (1)
Special Collections (1)   UC Santa Cruz (1)
Special Collections and Archives (1)  UCLA (5)
Library Special Collections, Charles E. Young Research Library (5)University Archives (1)
University of Southern California (1) University of the Pacific (1)
Yosemite National Park Archives (1)
Please note that this is an example using only one search term; even though one would expect 
to find Washoe records in California institutions, tribes from across the country also have 
records at many of these institutions.  Please be emboldened to search with your own terms 
within these institutions, and certainly, all over the country/world.  sdc
**************************************************************************************************
More Scholarships with May 16-31 Deadlines
Traub-Dicker Rainbow Scholarship     $3,000 05/18/2018
The Barbara C. Littlefield Vocal Scholarship   $2,000 05/16/2018
The de Moya Foundation Job Coach Scholarship   $4,000 05/20/2018
The de Moya Foundation Tutoring Support Scholarships  $2,500 05/20/2018
The Emily K. Rand Instrumental Scholarship   $2,000 05/16/2018
The FMC Skaters Scholarship     Varies  05/31/2018
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The Frederic Whitaker & Eileen Monaghan Whitaker Foundation Scholarship 
Fund         $2,000 05/31/2018
The Health Professional Loan Repayment Program (HPLRP) $75,000 05/27/2018
The Hubbard Scholarship      $3,000 05/23/2018
The Ideal Companies Scholarship Fund    $5,000 05/22/2018
The Lucia A. Wright Piano Scholarship    $2,000 05/16/2018
The Maureen D. Keller Undergraduate Scholarship   $1,000 05/22/2018
The Officer Chad Spicer Heroes Scholarship   $1,000 05/31/2018
The Rider Award       $3,000 05/31/2018
The Ron & Cora Lee Children of Law Enforcement Officers Scholarship$1,000 05/31/2018
The Spirit of American Youth Scholarship    $10,000 05/31/2018
The Tenfold Initiative Scholarship     $1,500 05/16/2018
The Tzo'-Nah Fund Scholarship     $2,000 05/31/2018
The Western Union Foundation Family Scholarship Program $5,000 05/25/2018
Timothy S. and Palmer W. Bigelow, Jr. Scholarship   $3,000 05/31/2018
Traveler’s Foundation Scholarship     $4,000 05/31/2018

United Health Foundation Scholarship    $5,000 05/31/2018
United Health Foundation Scholarship for Tribal Colleges  $5,000 05/31/2018
Vine Deloria Jr. Memorial Scholarship    $1,000 05/31/2018
VWEA Rising Freshman Scholarshuip    $2,500 05/26/2018
VWEA Undergraduate Scholarship     $2,500 05/26/2018

Wal-Mart Stores, Inc. Tribal College Scholarship   $2,750 05/31/2018
White Earth Scholarship Program     Varies  05/31/2018
Winners for Life Foundation Scholarship    $2,000 05/31/2018
Women in Defense Junior Horizon Award - Michigan Chapter $2,500 05/22/2018

The process and intent of Ms. Siskind is to encourage readers 
to make lists of the changes they observe since the last 
inauguration.  This is particularly relevant for tribes as so 
many policies and laws are being abrogate and the 
Administration seems to be seeking status of the early 50’s.  
Since so many were not born/adult at that time, they lack 
knowledge of the evolution of those situations.  So making a 
list of what is changing around them would give direction to 
what history/legislation/etc they need to know. Start your 
lists!

**************************************************            
“We have joyful warriors......fighting for the best we are”                                                     

Senator Kamela Harris on Ellen Show
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GrantStation

     National Funding
Support for Services Assisting People with Dementia
Brookdale National Group Respite Program 
The Brookdale Foundation Group works to advance the fields of geriatrics and gerontology and 
to improve the lives of senior citizens. The Brookdale National Group Respite Program awards 
seed grants to service providers that plan to offer new, dementia-specific Group Respite or 
specialized Early Memory Loss (EML) programming to participants, along with support to 
caregivers, in order to help individuals remain in their communities. All funded programs must 
provide a day program for people affected by Alzheimer's disease or other dementia, which is 
limited to those who are cognitively impaired. Grants of $10,000 will be provided in year one, 
renewable for $5,000 for the second year, based on evaluation of first year’s activities and 
potential for future continuity of the program. The application deadline is June 27, 2018. Visit 
the Brookdale Foundation Group’s website to download the guidelines and application form.

Awards for Innovative Justice Programs 
Foundation for Improvement of Justice 
The Foundation for Improvement of Justice works to enhance local, state, and federal systems of 
justice by rewarding the accomplishments of innovative programs throughout the United States. 
Each year, awards of $10,000 are provided to up to seven nominees for justice-related programs 
that have proven to be effective and can serve as models for others. The award categories include 
the following: legal reform, crime prevention, child protection, speeding the process, effecting 
restitution, crime victims' rights, alternative sentencing, reducing recidivism, lowering the cost, 
and other significant efforts. The program is open to all individuals, programs, and organizations 
within the United States. The nomination deadline is May 15, 2018. Visit the Foundation’s 
website for nomination guidelines.

Mentoring Programs for Women with Gynecologic Cancer Funded
Ovarian Cancer Research Fund Alliance: Woman to Woman 
Woman to Woman, a program of the Ovarian Cancer Research Fund Alliance (OCRFA), seeks to 
improve the quality of care for gynecologic cancer patients by strengthening coping capacities 
through a patient-to-patient support model. Woman to Woman trains mentors, themselves 
survivors of gynecologic cancers, to provide emotional support and mentoring through all phases 
of treatment, recurrence, and recovery. Another key component of Woman to Woman is a patient 
fund, which offers modest financial assistance to women undergoing treatment and their families. 
Each grant recipient will receive a one-year grant of either $60,000 for a hospital-based program 
or $30,000 for a community-based organization. The grant is intended to cover the cost of a part-
time Program Coordinator’s salary, program costs, and the patient fund. Hospitals and 
community-based, nonprofit organizations that serve women with gynecologic cancers are 
eligible to apply. The application deadline is May 18, 2018. Visit the OCRFA website to 
download the application guidelines.

Grants Promote Organic Agriculture Projects in K-8 Schools
California Foundation for Agriculture in the Classroom: Look at Agriculture... 
Organically! Grants
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The Look at Agriculture... Organically! Grants, offered by the California Foundation for 
Agriculture in the Classroom, are designed to creatively enhance the understanding of organic 
agriculture for kindergarten through eighth grade students throughout the United States. Grants 
of up to $1,000 are provided to educators nationwide to support the integration of organic 
agriculture into regular classroom instruction. A significant percentage of grant funding will go to 
teachers in school districts with 50 percent or more students enrolled in the free and reduced 
lunch program. The application deadline is May 15, 2018. Visit the Foundation’s website to 
submit an online application.

     Regional Funding
Technology Education Programs for Teens in Company Communities Supported
Best Buy Community Grants Program
The Best Buy Community Grants Program provides support to community-based organizations 
that are located within 25 miles of a Best Buy facility. Grants focus on out-of-school time 
programs that create access to technology education and tools that teens will need to be 
successful in their future schooling and careers. Programs should include hands-on learning 
opportunities and engage the youth, ages 13-18, in experimenting and interacting with the latest 
technologies to build 21st century skills. Examples of program activities include computer 
programming, website design, audio production, robotics, and gaming and mobile app 
development. The average grant amount is $5,000; grants will not exceed $10,000. Public and 
nonprofit community-based organizations (e.g., community centers, schools, and libraries) are 
eligible to apply. Online proposals may be submitted between May 1 and May 31, 2018. Visit the 
Best Buy website to review the program guidelines and take the eligibility quiz.

General Operating Funds for Organizations in the Upper Midwest
Bush Foundation: Ecosystem Grants 
The Bush Foundation invests in great ideas and the people who power them in Minnesota, North 
Dakota, South Dakota, and 23 Native Nations. The Foundation’s Ecosystem Grants provide 
general operating support to help sustain organizations that create unique and significant value 
for the Foundation’s grantees, Fellows, and other organizations. The focus is on organizations 
that provide critical data and analysis, spread great ideas and build capacity, advance public 
awareness and policy, and build and support leadership networks. Eligible organizations should 
advance the goal of a Foundation program or strategic initiative. Organizations may apply to 
receive as much as $200,000 over two years in general operating support. Nonprofit 
organizations and government agencies are eligible to apply. There will be a few Ecosystem 
Grants available to new applicants in 2018. Organizations that meet the selection criteria and 
eligibility may apply between April 24 and May 24, 2018.Visit the Foundation’s website to learn 
more about the Ecosystem Grants opportunity.

Grants Enhance Quality of Life for Oklahomans 
Samuel Roberts Noble Foundation 
The Samuel Roberts Noble Foundation’s grant program primarily provides support to nonprofit 
organizations and higher education institutions in Oklahoma. The focus is on organizations that 
cultivate good health, support education, and build stronger communities. Before a formal grant 
application will be sent to the requesting organization, the organization must submit a letter of 
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inquiry. The Foundation will accept letters of inquiry through June 1, 2018. Visit the 
Foundation’s website for more information.

Efforts to Build Strong Illinois Communities Supported
Grand Victoria Foundation: Core Grants Program
The Grand Victoria Foundation invests in building strong communities in Illinois by 
strengthening early education opportunities for young children, protecting natural lands and 
waterways, and promoting economic vitality through robust employment development. The 
Foundation’s Core Grants Program provides support to nonprofit organizations that address the 
following categories: Employment, Land and Water Conservation, and Early Childhood 
Education. Statewide organizations, regional organizations that focus on the Chicago 
metropolitan area, as well as organizations that focus on suburban Chicago counties are eligible 
to apply. The 2018 deadlines for letters of inquiry are May 4 and October 5. Visit the 
Foundation’s website to learn more about the Core Grants Program.

      Federal Funding
Local Food Initiatives Funded
Department of Agriculture 
The Local Food Promotion Program provides support to increase consumption of and access to 
locally and regionally produced agricultural products, and to develop new market opportunities 
for farm and ranch operations serving local markets. The application deadline is May 7, 2018.

Support Available to Protect Tribal Heritage
National Park Service
The Tribal Heritage Grants program assists Indian tribes, Alaskan Natives, and Native Hawaiian 
organizations in protecting and promoting their unique cultural heritage and traditions. The 
application deadline is May 11, 2018.                                  
****************************************************************************** 
 Indigenous Climate Action       Join us in ensuring that Indigenous youth are able to access funds 
to attend  Red Tide a Climate Action Summit and Youth Conference.                                                                                           
Help our youth connect with Indigenous peoples from around the globe, learn how to take action 
against climate change and bring that knowledge back to their communities. http://bit.ly/rtyouth 

                                                                                                                                     
As Cleveland Indians Prepare to Part With Chief Wahoo, Tensions Reignite

By MATT STEVENS and DAVID WALDSTEIN

This is the last season the Indians will use the contentious logo on their uniforms, 
heightening tensions at a protest before the team’s home opener.
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Today's encore selection -- from A Curious Mind by Brian Grazer and Charles Fishman.                                                                                                                                 
The first book of Theodor Seuss Geisel, better known to us as Dr. Seuss, was rejected by 27 
publishers before it was finally accepted by Vanguard Press:                                                       
                                                      
"Being determined in the face of obstacles is vital. Theodor Geisel, Dr. Seuss, is a great example 
of that himself. Many of his forty-four books remain wild bestsellers. In 2013, Green Eggs and 
Ham sold more than 700,000 copies in the United States (more than Goodnight Moon); The Cat 
in the Hat sold more than 500,000 copies, as did Oh, the Places You'll Go! and One Fish Two 
Fish Red Fish Blue Fish. And five more Dr. Seuss books each sold more than 250,000 copies. 
That's eight books, with total sales of more than 3.5 million copies, in one year (another eight 
Seuss titles sold 100,000 copies or more). Theodor Geisel is selling 11,000 Dr. Seuss books 
every day of the year, in the United States alone, twenty-four years after he died. He has sold 600 
million books worldwide since his first book, And to Think That I Saw It on Mulberry Street, was 
published in 1937. And as inevitable as Dr. Seuss's appeal seems now, Mulberry Street was 
rejected by twenty-seven publishers before being accepted by Vanguard 
Press. ...           
                                       
Ted Geisel (Dr. Seuss) seated at desk covered with his books."The story of Geisel being rejected 
twenty-seven times before his first book was published is often repeated, but the details are worth 
relating. Geisel says he was walking home, stinging from the book's twenty-seventh rejection, 
with the manuscript and drawings for Mulberry Street under his arm, when an acquaintance from 
his student days at Dartmouth College bumped into him on the sidewalk on Madison Avenue in 
New York City. Mike McClintock asked what Geisel was carrying. 'That's a book no one will 
publish,' said Geisel. 'I'm lugging it home to burn.' McClintock had just that morning been made 
editor of children's books at Vanguard; he invited Geisel up to his office, and McClintock and his 
publisher bought Mulberry Street that day. When the book came out, the legendary book 
reviewer for the New Yorker, Clifton Fadiman, captured it in a single sentence: 'They say it's for 
children, but better get a copy for yourself and marvel at the good Dr. Seuss's impossible pictures 
and the moral tale of the little boy who exaggerated not wisely but too well.' Geisel would later 
say of meeting McClintock on the street, '[I]f I'd been going down the other side of Madison 
Avenue, I'd be in the dry-cleaning business today. ...' "                                         
                         
A Curious Mind: The Secret to a Bigger Life                                                                               
Author: Brian Grazer and Charles Fishman Publisher: Simon & Schuster                                                 
Copyright 2015 Brian Grazer  Pages: 112, 283 
******************************************************************************
To vote in Nevada Magazine’s poll:  https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/3Z767KK                               
Great place for Tribes to strut their stuff.  sdc 
******************************************************************************
What’s Up With Water – April 9, 2018 – “What’s Up With Water” condenses the need-to-
know news on the world’s water into a snapshot for the start of the workweek. Listen to this 
week’s edition to hear coverage on water rights in New Mexico, Australia’s Murray-Darling 
basin plan, and Libya’s Great Man-Made River.
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